Senescence delay of human diploid fibroblast induced by anti-sense p16INK4a expression.
p16(INK4a), a tumor suppressor gene that inhibits cyclin-dependent kinase 4 and cyclin-dependent kinase 6, is also implicated in the mechanisms underlying replicative senescence, because its RNA and protein accumulate as cells approach their finite number of population doublings in tissue culture. To further explore the involvement of p16(INK4a) in replicative senescence, we constructed a retroviral vector containing antisense p16(INK4a), pDOR-ASp16, and introduced it into early passages of human diploid fibroblasts. The introduction of this construct significantly suppressed the expression of wild-type p16(INK4a). It also imposed a finite increase in proliferative life span and significant delay of several other cell senescent features, such as cell flattening, cell cycle arrest, and senescence-associated beta-galactosidase positivity. Moreover, telomere shortening and decline in DNA repair capacity, which normally accompany cell senescence, are also postponed by the ASp16 transfection. The life span of fibroblasts was significantly extended, but the onset of replicative senescence could not be totally prevented. Telomerase could not be activated even though telomere shortening was slowed. These observations suggest that the telomere pathway of senescence cannot be bypassed by ASp16 expression. These data not only strongly support a role for p16(INK4a) in replicative senescence but also raise the possibility of using the antisense p16(INK4a) therapeutically.